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THE  FORMATION OF  AN  EFFECTIVE CONSTRUCTION 
INDUSTRY  SECTOR  IN  DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES 

A.    General description of the socio-economic conditions  in 
developing countries. 

Before commencing any discussion concerning  the establish- 
ment of an effective construction industry sector in 
developing countries,  some consideration should be given 
to the background against which this process has  to take 
place.    This approach is justified by the relatively 
important role the construction industry plays within the 
economy of a country, with the capital formation in con- 
struction accounting for up to 16* of Gross Domestic Pro- 
duct and up to 60! of all  fixed capital formation. 
Another motive for the initial review of the general back- 
ground is given by the close interrelation existing 
between the level of social well-being and between the 
provision of one of the construction industry's most 
important goods, namely the housing.    It is therefore 
obvious that the general development of a country cannot 
be separated from the advance of its construction industry 
sector and vice versa.    An attempt to view first some 
eminent features ot the whole socio-economic background in 
the developing countries will provide us with a better 
comprehension of two important points:    One, the outside 
conditions and their influences on any possible develop- 
ment of the construction industry; two, the eventual con- 
sequences of the courses of action, taken within the con- 
struction sector, to  the nation's economic system and 
social well-being, 



To begin with,   the most significant  characteristic of an 
underdeveloped country, which also serves usually as a 
criteria to distinguish it from the developed countries, 
is   the low level  of per  capita income   %'hich  is usually 
further decreased by a high birth rate of  the population. 
Another typical  feature,  often quoted in conjunction with 
the previous one,  is the relatively large share of G.N.P. 
produced by the agricultural sector.    However, as there 
are sone developed countries, such as Denmark, Australia, 
New Zealand and Netherlands, which have also a fairly 
high proportion of agricultural activity,  the blase for 
the population's insufficient incoae level cannot be put 
straightforward on the prevailing type of occupation. 
Rather, a common cause of these phenomena should be 
isolated, with all the clues directing to the qualitative 
inadequacy of the huaan resources as one of the aain 
roots of the evil. 

Adopting freely part of the ideas expressed by Prof. 
Yagdish Bhagwati in his "Economic* of Underdeveloped 
Countries", this qualitative inadequacy is Manifested 
aainly as the lack of certain attributes.    Two of these, 
considered to be doainant, :hall be aentioned here: 

1. Availability of skilled operative and managerial 
manpower; 

2. Existence of a sound public adainistration system. 

The shortage of skilled manpower being usually oaly a 
sjraptorn of a more general deficiency of education and 
the overconcentration of the active population in the 
agricultural sector, based on inefficient, traditional 
production methods,  requiring only a low degree of skill, 
are obviously two sides of the same coin, as the condi- 
tions of rural life and work do not offer much possibilities 



for  the development  of managerial or operative  skill. 
Neither does the low income level of the mostly  rural 
population allow any  capitel  formation, necessary  for 
a substantial development of secondary economic infra- 
structure,  i.e.,  manufacturing  industries,   construction 
enterprises and basic  facilities. 

The  shortcomings of  the second type,  i.e.,  public admin- 
istration deficiencies»  are also a serious  impediment to 
th« development progress.    Maladministration, be it at 
the central, regional, or local level, may be found also 
la countries which already possess human resources of 
adequate quality.    In such cases, its    negative effects 
are even more perceptible, whereas in other developing 
countries they are mostly secondary to the more serious 
problems arising from the low educational level of the 
population.    The most common symptoms of public adminis- 
tration deficiencies are economic (and at times even 
political) instability, proliferating bureaucracy, and 
corrupt practices.    There is no need to explain the nega- 
tiva effects of these phenomena on the sound development 
of the various sectors of economic activity.    The con- 
struction sector is,  by its nature, subject to inherent 
fluctuations of volume, due to the seasons of the year, 
and to the fact that construction activities are moving 
from one project to another, with a decreased intensity 
of work at the beginning and completion of the job.    It 
it therefore obvious that construction is   particularly 
promt to suffer if these irregularities are joined by the 
instability and unpredictability of the whole economic 
tad political environment. 

Concluding this introduction, the main task of development 
eta he defined ts the concentration of all the necessary 
efforts to break the vicious circle of poverty-ignorance- 



high birth rates by creating new employment  opportunities 
in industrial production,  construction and services and 
by providing  the suitable climate for this process by 

establishing  a sound and efficient public administration 
system.    The  generation  of.  r.ew working places obviously 
requires also capital investments,  coming mostly from 
international sources,  as the domestic possibilities are 
rather limited and in any case a great part of these 
investments must be made in foreign currency which tends 
to be scarce in many developing countries.    Under these 
conditions,   the degree of resource utilization merits 
supreme attention.    The examples of misallocation and 
poor utilization of resources, witnessed in some develop- 
ing countries, lead often to superflous investments that 
could be diverted to a more productive purpose.    This U 
a point that is too often overlooked, and it hardly needs 
to be said that the construction sector is no exception 
to this rule. 

*'    H°«»lng ana- other construction needs jn develop crr»f»t- 

After having reviewed the most characteristic socio- 
economic features of a developing country,  the next step 
should be in identifying the needs that are to be satis- 
fied in this environment by the construction sector, 

The most important share of construction industry's out- 
put lays without doubt in the provision of housing.    This 
importance is not only quantitative, with the proportion 
of dwellings constituting up to 501 of the total construc- 
tion output,     (in Argentina and Israel, during some of the 
recent years,   this share has been recorded to exceed 601) 
but also qualitative, with the standard of the populations 
housing being one of the main components of a nation's 
welfare. 



In many developing countries,   the problem  of  providing adequate 
dwellings becomes  especially  compi..atad  by   the  flux of the 
population  from the poverty-str;eken  rural   areas   to  the great 
cities,   .m.,cted by bettor opportunities  for  employment.    The 
consequence  of such population   redistribution,   getting out of 
control,  is  the proliferation  of mprovised  shantv  towns      It 
is important  to mention  that  in many cases  the  newcomers have 
left behind then dwelling conditions that are,   ut least in cer~ 
tain respects,  superior to those of the overcrowded shack 

quarters.    This is true in particular if the population-density 
criteria is applied.    The scarcity and high cost of land in the 
urban area force the people coming from outwards,  without any 
financial means,  to occupy confined pieces of ground, »ostly 
with an inferior location.     It often happens  that  the location 
conditions are so bad (e.g.,  areas prone to suffer by seasonal 
floods)  that no other use of the land has been »ade,  before the 
shanty town began to grow there. 

In order to avoid, or at least minimize the possibility of 
these situations,   the development scheme should contain pro- 
visions  for a decentralization of the newly established indus- 
tries and facilities,  to prevent an overconcentration of the 
population in a small number" of urban centers.    The advantages 
of pursuing such a policy are manifold:    First,   there is a 
more rational use of land,  sparing the scarce reserves in the 
densely occupied township zones.    Second, with a greater part 
of the population remaining in its original  rural environment, 
a higher degree of utilization of the existing stock of housing 
is achieved.     Third, in the rural areas, where the sense of 

belonging to the community is much stronger,  the implementation 
of self-aid housing schemes is much more feasible,  than in the 
big cities, with an atmosphere of mutual alienation.    All the 
advantages mentioned represent  a considerable saving of 

resources and efforts that can be utilized for  other purposes, 



dedicated  to  the  inprovesssnt oí general   welfare.     The UN Com- 
mittee  for Development  -Tanning under].ned the  importance of 
this  approach in the  iol.lowing statement: 

"Improvement in hnv5^nC and ,-•„„.,„„„it„  fu.iMties  ,houlfi 

be  sought partly  in   the establishment of new tomshiof 
îîtîT d;Stan^  a'*^ f-r0ffl tht biggest0ceiu:rst0ïïSphopPu- 
írítinn      Tfc°  t0 ntU   "U!  «^tiauation of urban agïlom- 
ÎKiîSd'wJÏ0 ÎCK ^«hiP» should at the same  ti" be 
¿¡ÎÎÎ!    with planned  industrial dovelopaent.    Low cost 
ocíí Lteîi«?•intînÎÎfied throu*h thePeÍploit¡?Ln If 

¿f"n oí ! ìlìl £"? *Íe Use of labor-inteïsive techniques, 
S£"ya¿ as^u!« b*S1S ' thcr^ contributing to qU*S' 

The need to pursue a policy of urban decentralization becomes 

-rdîïTT«" ? f0reCaStS °f thP WOrld *»«*"*«•• growth 
(.see Fig.i). 
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The diagram shows  that  the  proportiun  of urban population in 
developing countries within  the world  total will  raise  to 311 
towards   the  end of the century,  nearly douhiinL  itself during 
a period of three decades.     Unless no adequate  steps directed 
towards  a better territorial  distribution of population will 
be taken  in these countries,   such a perspective might be 
quite menacing,  considering  the misery already existent in 
soae of  the overcrowded urban   ircas. 

A decentralization of  the population and o£ the developing 
industries and facilities poses similar requirements to the 
construction enterprises and building materials industries. 

Jointly with the setting up of new manufacturing plants, 
power stations and other economic projects undertaken in the 
various territorial locations of a developing country, provi- 
sion should be made also to secure, within each region, the 

ptrallel development of a construction sector infrastructure 
which will be required to support all  these activities.    This 
implies a financial and administrative aid to the establish- 
ment and growth of construction enterprises and certain bund- 
ing materials industries on a regional scale, rather than 
favoring solely the evolvement of large construction industry 
firms operating mainly in central urban areas. 

When calculating the housing needs, an account should be 
taken of the manifold variety of solutions that can, or 
rather ought to be applied,  to the various ty:,es of circum- 
stances under which the housing problem is posed.    This view 
is expounded by the following quotation from the UN ECLA pub- 
lication "Social Chango and Social Development Policv in 
Latin America": 

'TiÜ4??U?lng Pro*Ta»"«r «as at hand a wider range of 
of íhíaL°Lí0mp-!3,entary achuiques for improvement 
of the housing situation Construction of low-cost 



housing  for sale or  rental  as  a public  service  is  only 
one or  these.     Other measures  include arrangements for 
low-cost credits ,  material  and technical  aid for 
families undertaking  self-help construction;  rationali- 
ÍÜ?«" ?    the £onst•ction and building materials indus- 
si     '   iavourabie te•s  tor imports ot building material 
and machinery,   otc.     At  the same time resources can be 
channeled  into   improvements in  the quality of the exist- 
ing stock of housing,  arresting deterioration,  and even 
making  the improvised shanty-towns more habitable." 

This aspect  clearly has to be  taken in account also when 
planning the development of the nation's construction indus- 
try sector.     This could mean  for example the establishment of 
small building maintenance enterprises,  the establishment of 
auxiliary home-industries for provision of inexpensive local 
materials,   etc. 

One further fact concerning housing which must be taken into 
consideration as influencing the construction sector is the 
necessity to provide with the housing a complementary infra- 
structure of basic functional  service.-; and of social and com- 
munity equipment.    This implies the requirement that the 
development of civil  work enterprises capable of performing 
these tasks  should keep pace with the development of enter- 
prises devoted solely to housing construction. 

Considering the non-housing needs for construction in a devel- 
oping country,  the accomplishment of the various industrial 
and other projects aimed at the promotion of the nation's 
economy poses also a problem.    These projects usually possess 
a degree of complexity and technological refinement,  requiring 
a level of know-how in design and execution which is not 
always available in the country.    Hence, in some of the devel- 
oping states, there is a necessity to hire the services of 
foreign firms to meet these tasks.    This, of course, means a 
waste of employment opportunities for the local working force 



-  if   they would ,,„,..-«   ,¡„  Mc ,   „lllfi   ,,        fcoul 

occupied  the   iot«  »••!,' iv  i:,.  i,., 
,,,„   .. , "   V   ''"-   '«**'>'<.   there,,,   de;,e,51„g 
tho size of une«rio„M  ¡,bor.    Uni«»,  ,„trr    5 ,  ^.sibiliti 
of obtaining the  aid 0l   i„u-r„.won.I   „rgani •„.„.,,   this 
also means a consid'-r-iMo  «v   ^,», i, » 
.... '     lJ^!rc   01   îorcign   currency, 

which  is usually  scare,   in nany dcvlopin,  ^untri«.   being 
required for a host of other purposes.     :.v.,„  if  for , cetul„ 
period  tho employment ni  „rcle„ flr„  ,.   ilKU,rcnsabl 

provision should  be «de  for  tho education and traini« of 
local personnel.   for a „„dual  ,.kjng over of  thc   tasks h>n. 
died by the alien  staff.    A cert„in way t0 ,cMey#  t(uj ^ 

is to  include in  tho contract, of the foreign «„, clllM, 

obliging the» to provide  thc  upbringing of a certain „ount 
of local personnel. 

Another important point deserving attention is the erection 
of buildings for public administration.    Although nobody 
denies the importance of « appropriate    lodging      for these 
institutions, in some countries, the iavishness characterii- 
ing their exterior appearance borders on squander»«.!.,    upon 
seeing the monumental  facades covered with earble or other 
expensive decoration, one cannot help making how »any addi- 
tional dwellings  for shanty town inhabitants co'Ud have been 
built,  or how many new permanent job opportunities could have 
been created with a «ore austere handling of the national 
funds. 

Another important  service to be rendered by the construction 
sector  ts the maintenance of  the existing stock of buildings 
and other civil engineering structures.    As the UNIDO Mono- 
graph No.  2 on Industrialisation of Developing Countries 
(dedicated to construction industry) points out,  the share 
of aaintenance in the total construction output, of a typical 
developing country,  is only 13.91, as coapared to the share 



of  maintenance   i»   a  tv;,.,.,]   atv, icpcd  country,   where   it 

amounts  up  to   33.71.     ;.„e  oí   th.-  reasons   lor  this  difference 
is   obviously   the   fact   that   the   siocV  of  existing objects 
requiring «amtenance  in  the  developing comttrie*  is  rela- 
tiv« ly  s«all,   contareJ to   the   volume of new  construction. 
However,  a;   the   uam, UNIDO - nogr^h mentions,   there   is  an 
additional  reason:     "The lower standard of maintenance  toler- 
ated  in developing countries  for a large  part of the  stock 
also serves to diainish the proportion of work  in this cate- 
gory."    The lack of «indedness  for this   type of activities 
obviously aems a waste of resources and a  cowl tarot  to 
extra spending on  repairs  m  the future.     Any contemplations 
concerning the  foraation of an effective construction sector 
in developing countries should,  therefore,  also take  in 
account the establishment of organisational   tools for aainte- 
nance works. 

Ultimately,  the decision aakers at the national  level should 
hear in «ind, while planning the size and composition of the 
conduction industry's output, that a clo.e dependency exista 
between the happenings Mithin  this sector  and between the 
courte of events befalling  the country's econoay as a whole 
A relatively .mail  but suddan  d crease of  the construction 
activity«, voli** »ay create a  rw.et oi  the  total econoay, or, 
in an adverse case,  the improvisation of «assive housing pro- 
iraaawa beyond the capacity of available resources «ay reault 
in a serious shortage of building «ateríais and labor,  and a 
rai»«- in the cost of land and construction.    The construction 
»actor should ba,  therefore,  always viewed «s a part of the 
whole national ocoaoaic systea,   taking in account all  th* 
«anifold relations existing between both. 



t-     Crear n g   a   ^a.ir ! ti   ,-i> Ì.Ì...I ed   'tuinj owe r 

The   link.,.   txiMnu:   bcucrr   t-l(.   Io*   {   %LÌ   of  pCr-cipita 

intone   m   developing  rountrios.   signify i;,,  the   inferior 
productive;,   w   J.bci   ;mj  be twee.-i   rue   Uck en   sufficiently 
skilled  an J  educated r^npower,   have   already necn  mentioned. 
Although  an   increment   of   coital   «rvestnents  can   also 
effect  a  raise   in  the cutput  por   ur.it  01   lab,r,   it   is 
obviously   better   if   -ucn a   raise   is  achieved by  elevating 
the qualifications  ci   the   perinei.     In this  manner,   the 
necessary  investments  -  mostly   ir.  foreign currency  - are 
reduced,  not  to »ertion  the  fact   that   the  introduction of 
capital-intensive production »ethods  requires,  as a condi- 
tion sine qua non,  ¿luite a hign competency level  of per- 
formance  in  the  various operative,   technical  and  managerial 
tasks within the construction sector. 

The trades and professions active  in the construction sec- 
tor are mmjtiiuhi,  ranging fro» the various types of crafts- 
men at  the building site,  to  the engineers,  architects and 
managers  in the offices, whe pian,  organize and direct the 
whole construction procès*.    This picture is further compli- 
cated by   -he fact  that person  ,  having the seme  background 
of professional  training,  »ay b«  active within different 
functional  sector* of   the  industry  (e.g.,  the same civil 
engineering graduate «ay he employed in structural design 
•• well  as  in work inspection,  or project management). 
Such further specialization may require supplementary skills, 
which are in many cases  acquired solely by experience, due 
to »he  fact that the basic professional  training  is oriented 
mainly towards the fulfillment of only one function (e.g., 
civil engineers, whose education is mainly directed towards 
preparing them for work a» structural designers).    This 
•ight be justifiable  if the quantitative requirements for 



the  other  iiuit tiers  tic   not  denu n<l   *hp   introduction  of   spe- 
cialized curricula for professional  education.    However,   in 
many countries,  especially   m  the  developed ones,   this  ori- 
entation of  prefer * i ^n »I   -,;?i    i»iin   tnvird«  a limited  number 
of ends is  ««rely a  result  of  frozen  traditional  concepts, 
originating  iiom time* tunca   the otiier   functions requiring 
attention were not yet  fully  recognized.     In the developing 
countries,  the advantage of a fresh start,  unhampered by 
considerations belonging to the past,  can be helpful  in 
establishing a system of professional education which  is 
better adapted to »eet  the manifold requirements for skills 
existing in the construction  sector. 

The setting up of a professional education system, should 
be based on thorough planning, taking into account the 
country's needs for construction, as well as all the other 
important factors,  related to the socio-economic background 
of the development process.    The plan itself should be pain- 
stakingly elaborated,  including mainly  the following details: 

(•) Quantitative requirements for manpower, distributed 
according to profession, function ano sector within 
the construction industry system. 

(b) The areas of knuwied^ a ..   skUl needed by each of 
the categories, with an indication of the extent of 
traintag required. 

(c) Proposals concerning the methods of schooling and 
miming, with a list of suitable institutions.    If 
necessary, suggestioas for the establishment of now 
iastruction facilities should also be included. 

Duo to the fact that a long time elapses between the com- 
mencement of the future employee's training, and between 
the stage at which his skills are fully developed,  the 



plans concerning professional education should extend sev- 

eral years - possibl/ even a decade - into the future 

Here an objection could oe voiced that a detailed long 

range plan might be ver, susceptible to the various changes 

occurring in the construction industry and its environment, 

making frequent periodical revisions and updatings indis- 

pensable.  It seems, however, preferable to be prepared to 

meet such changes with a program that can serve at least as 

a base for decision making, rather than facing the possible 

rapid developments empty handed, having to resort to impro- 

visations only as responses to new unforeseen situations. 

One of the important functions within the whole construc- 

tion industry system is the occupation of a general fore- 

man. Whether, next in command to the site manager on big- 

ger projects, or handling smaller jobs alone, it is he who 

is responsible for th» translation of the design described 

on paper, into facts made of concrete, steel, bricks, or 

stone. Surprisingly enough, many countries have not yet 

realized the importance of methodically organized training 

for this occupation and thus this position is usually held 

by experienced skilled laborers, possessing also some lead- 

ership abilities, but practical/ without any formal profes- 
sional education. 

In Israel, the training of the foremen has been delegated 

since 1970 to the institute for Training and Productivity 

in Building. The Institute, jointly with the Building 

Department of the Israeli Institute of Productivity, pre- 

pared a curriculum of a training course divided into three 

stages, each stage lasting one year, with lectures given 

twice a week, every session being three hours long. An 

alternative curriculum exists, divided in two stages only 

with a more condensed form of study, the total number of 

learning hours for each subject being the same. 



The *ubje,t> MU^V .M the rn-rso ,re detailed in the follow 

ing Tabic 1 faccorumg n the curriculum consisting of three 
stages); 

Tabic 1:  v.urriculum for foremen as proposed  for 
the   ifrúfli Genf truction  industry. 

Subject] 
Nu»b»r ' 

1 

2 

3 

4 

S 

6 

7 

S 

9 

IO 

u 
12 

13 

U 

11 

16 

Î7 

10 

19 

20 

21 

Subject Naie 

Applied arith»attc, 
g«o*etry  & »échame* 

Physics  (other than 
mechanics) 
Slide rula 

Theory of edifice? 

0roHngs and building 
detain 

Sit« planning and 
organization 

•launing and scheduling 
of work execution 

Stability of  structures 
Building »ate:¿als 

Accident prevention 
Plastering 
fleer tiling 

Sanitary installation 

"'cedrici   installation 
Painting 

Ironwork 

Carpentry ft joinery 
Caulking 

Waterproofing of roof* 

Infrastructure development 
works 

Prevention of corrosion 

Uppyf|ni%gy» 
Stage stage Stage 

Í IÎ  HI 

51 

33 

30 

36 

II 

30 

39 

15 

36 

30 

21 

30 

6 

6 

6 

• 

6 
6 
• 

6 

6 

6 
6 

9 

30 

26 

Total 
Unira 

90 

9 

IS 

33 

30 

36 

41 

60 

39 

16 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

• 

6 

6 
6 



Tabic   1   continued. 

Éubicct 
unber 

22 

23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
21 

29 

30 

31 
32 
33 

Hi 35' 
3« 
37 
31 
39 
40 

Subject   Njif i   Learning Hour* 
••tage  stageI Sta 

Heating and uir   condition- 
ing   installations 
Elcvatoj » 
Scaffo IC ini 

Equi puent  dnd  tools 

Contract documentation 
Q*:-»ntity surveying 
fidgeting and pricing of 
construction works 
Building site adninis- 
tration 

Surveying on building site 

Industrialized building 
Personnel nanageawnt 
Hunan  relations 
Labor  laws and 
social  rights 
Work study 

Incentives application 
first aid 

Technical  vocabulary 
[Sundries 

TOTAL LBAJIMIK0 HOURS 

It it advisable to develop sinilar curricula also for the 
other occupations within tao construction industry, stri». 
ing for a coordination between all the plans concerning 
professional education,  including possibly even syllabi 
which ere prepared by technological colleges for the teach- 
lag of engineers and architects.    In order to secure the 
cooperation and take into consideration the needs of all 



the   sector^,   a  pub'c   board   w'¡h   rqm-rcntatives  of   the 
groups and organilatiens   involved should  be  set up  for   the 
purposes of planning   and  implementing  tlio  educational   pro- 
gramme. 

An  i&yutia.iK. u.,yjLi   that A^^lu AOI ho   forgotten  in  con- 
junction with  the  planning of professional   education  is 
the need  tor upüatm^ of knowledge.    The  well known  truis« 
stating that a man's  learning  should continue during his 
whole active lifetime    holds  also for  the occupations 
existing in the construction  rector.    The necessity  to keep 
pace with the  frequent  i»uroduction of  innovations, 
requires the establishment  oi  a  training systen complemen- 
tary to the basic one,  serving as a raediua» for acquaintance 
with new «ateríais,  equipment   and methods.     Even in  a 
developing country, where due  to  the abundance oí  labor and 
shortage of capital  the appearance of new inventions  is 
»caree, the dissemination of knowledge about innovatioas 
•xisting in other places is still  important, because changes 
of condition at  suae  future point  m tine »ay justify  their 
introduction. 

Although the  scope of this pa ,ei   does not  al.ow an enumer- 
ation of the various educational  tools and tons of instruc- 
tion which must be used 1« professioaal  training for ta« 
construction industry,  there   is one iaportant sediu» for 
the transaission of know-how,  deserving  special attention 
- namely,  special  building ¿itcs used for demonstration, 
training and experimentation}«.    Such exemplary sites could 
provide excellent   facilities  for practical  routine iastmc« 
tioa,  as well  as  fr»r testing and display of new aatorials, 
«achines and »ethod under real work conditions.    Needless 
to say, knowledge  ßaincd through perception  in this Banner, 
by direct contact  with  tre  subject,  is   the *o*t effective,' 
serving as ,in  i sortant touplearnt to tnc other sedia of 
learning. 

J 



D•  The roles of design and production. 

The contribution of design to the development process of 

the constijction sector is mott significant. It is at the 

design stage that decisions are made as to how naterials 

should be shaped and placed on the building site, in order 

to satisfy the functional requireaents. The qualities of 

tht production system within the construction sector depend, 

therefore, to a great extent upon the existent characteris- 

tics of the design function as a whole, A few lints on 

drawing or a few words in the specifications* text, requir- 

ing only stirerai minutes to be put on the paper, »ay restât 

titter in a considerable saving or in a watte of reserves tai 

aaaaa. Figure 2 shows how tut ratio between savings ant 

tat efforts necessary to product than dtcrtases as tat 

rtaliiation of a project approaches coapletion, illustrat- 

ing the benefits of promoting rational design. 
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The decisions made at this stage determine aLso to a great 

extent tne degree ot weli-being anù satisfaction sensed by 

the user after the bu'iding is r^wplet^d and handed over to 

hi«. 

The tiec.r>-ti*y *nr  a thorou»* *T>owirdre of various local 

conditions influencing the design, emerges as an almost 

immediate consequence of the preceding statements. Infor- 

mation about the materials and the craftsmanships availmble, 

at well as facts pertaining tu patterns of familiar and 

social life, economic conditions, climate ani other factors 

affecting user's requirements, «ill provide an important 

contribution, leading to a more efficient design, matching 

tne local needs and possibilities. This point of view 

explains also the successful results obtained at times by 

the right combinations of local building traditions with 

a sotutd knowledge of modern construction technology and 

architecture. A creation of interdisciplinary teams of 

specialists covering all the aspects worthy ef considera- 

tion, provide* a further gucrantstí oí the suitability of 

the design to society's requirement.-. 

An approach emphasizing the r'scussi ty of acquaintance with 

local conditions i. o; trcs-wl, i.-u!, .-*cr i : dispensable, 

in projects concerning self-aid housing, where a maximum 

satisfaction ot uemands bu*«, om  achieved in spit® of con- 

straints dictated by shortage of means, in Argentina, the 

staff of Centro Experimental de la Viviende Economica 

(CEVE) of the Catholic University in Cordoba, developed in 

liet, under the direction of Prof. Horacio Berretta, a con- 

cept of dwelling unit that can be presented as an example 

for tais purpose (see Figures 3 to 7). The building con- 

sists of a kitchen and dining room, thrae bedrooms and a 

bathroom with lavatory, and forms, together with a patio. 



Figure 3. Plan of prototype of dwelling units developed 
?XrSí?trS ^PeriBental de la Vivienda Economica 
(CIVE) of the Catholic University in Cordoba. 
Argentina. 
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Figur» 4. The stagewise completion o£ 
CEVÜ dwelling unit. 
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Figure 5. T/picai ¿roupinns of CEVE dwelling 
units. 
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Figure 6. Structurel scheue of CEVE dwelling unit. 



Figure 7.    Steps  in vie erection process of CfVE 
JwCill-»i. i*r it. 



an   entice!   »uri   .   .VrriPlî   uV   iir,.3  of   3J , r0x 4rs-1. c (.   K, 

«u,u>rc   ne.er-ç.      Mor>    than   a   third ut   the   «»rea   i«   left   for 

iho   ..ice   of   the  patin, which  ..lsu ha,   a  ¡>art  covered  by  a 

proje-uui   o;   :he   r,or,  provicmg  the  neccssa 7   shadow.     A 

possibility  pxi.ts   to  erect   the   house   m  two   stages,  con- 
struct, np   Tirst   rhc  dining  roo®,   kitchen,  one bedroom,   and 
the   buthroo* with  lavatorv,   and   adding  the   reBUlnin> two 

bedrooms  later.     Th.* construction  i>  relatively  siaple and 
economical,  based on  precist  wall  panels that can be »ade 
locally  fro» brick»  and i »sail   quantity of  concrete with 
a few bars of  rcinforceaent.    The panel» «re  placed pair- 
wise with a void  for   insulation between the«.    On top of 
the  structure,  bent iteti protiles are used,   to bear the 
roof,  covered by panels siniiar  to those used for  the «alls. 
Work consumption required by this type of house amount* to  * 
•bout  HO mandays, making it possible for two adult persona 
to erect the buildint within a span of ten month*, provided 
that «bout two hours are worked daily and seven hours on 
weekends.    Thanks to the closed unit formed by the dwelling, 
part  and the patio,  the houses can be arranged into various 
clusters,  while  still  allowing a considerable amount of 
privacy  for the  individual buildings within  the group. 

Any discussion concerning the functions of design and pro- 
duction would not be complete without mentioning the divi- 
sion existing between both iunctions in the construction 
industry.    Ike fact that the execution of the works and the 
planning of the product are oftea entrusted each to a sama* 
rate body has been rightly considered as a hindrance to the 
development of more effective ways for building.    This 
»tate of affairs, which is practically a traditional contin- 
uation of the distribution of tasks existing in Europe for 
centuries,  requires some aodifications be made, especially 
in the developing countries.    The coaaissioning of project* 



for execution   inclusivi' of  de«i.-n  nukjht mean a considerable 
improvement,   it  the scheme   is   correctly applied.     This 
approach obviously requires   the   elaboration ci" detailed 
specifications  for  fuac Lionel   .>;.;*»(<•;.-,   tue  ¿-î'.ing  up   of 
criteria,   to  measure  ine design's extent of meeting  these 
demands,  and   a careiul evaluation of the submitted proposals. 
It appears,  moreover, that   the   efforts made  in  this  direction 
tre worthwhile.    In Argentina,   for example,  the  "Project and 
Price Competition with Price  Ceilings", initiated by   the 
Ministry of Social Welfare  through the State Secretariat of 
Housing and Banco Hipotecario  Nacional, enabled an effective 
linkage of urbanistic and architectural design with contrac- 
tors' considerations of execution and production.     Under 
this scheme,  contractors are  invited to compete in the  sub- 
Mission of a proposal for the  design and construction  of 
dwellings, which will Include  the complete infrastructure 
of services, with expenditures not exceeding a set,   United 
sua.    In Israel, a siailar course of action has been under- 
taken by the Ministry of Housing.    The Ministry issued 
invitations for tenders to construct several projects,   each 
comprising about 30Q to 600 dwelling units.    The points of 
competition were the price of construction and the mainte- 
nance of an acceptable quality of design.    It has been 
observed,  in both countries,  that such an approach gives 
rise to the promotion of more efficient building methods. 

Standardization and dimensional  coordination are also 
factors belonging to the subjects related to connections 
between design and production.     There is no doubt nowadays 
that tb*re is  indeed economic benefit to be derived by 
applying these principles  in construction.    Unfortunately, 
their application may be hindered by the fact that  the 
designers,  on  the one hand,  will  not specify standardized 
components,   if  they are not  available on the market,  while, 
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mand.     Such demand, 
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frious project: Thi 
circle »ay bu   broken by the  introduction of  laws  and other 
administrative  measuros,  en,uring the mandatory use of 

dimensional norms,   to promote  the production of standard- 

ized building  components.    Such a process might be facili- 

tilted in the developing countries by virtue of the fact 

that the building materials  industries have not yet fully 

evolved, una,   in  view of the absence of institutionalized 

precedents in processing  one can acre readily introduce 

dimensional coordination and standardization  than in the 

already established manufacturing enterprises, where change, 

require «ore toil,     it is advisable, therefore,  to exert 

all efforts tov/ards  the inculcation of standardization and 

dimensionai coordination as soon as possible, with a broad 

base encompassing even the design of self-aid housing and 

other types of construction which might still be far froa 
the industrialized way of building. 

Pror.resrâ g ¿o jarûS developed statu* 

This section attonpts to follow the evolvement of the con- 

struction sector within a developing econoiiy by describing 

the s,ost salient   characteristics of this process, na.ely 

the transit from a labor intensive to a «ore capital inten- 

sive production and by outlining soné considerations con- 
cerning this progress. 

There is obviously a multitude of possible technological 
•ethods that can  bo used in order to satisfy a certain 

amount of dernnds  confronting the construction sector in a 



country.    However,    in  s*itc  of  the  fact   that   all   of  thai 
aay  IcaU to the   satisfaction  of   the  sane need,   each acthod 
requires different   quantities  uf  vaiuub  resources.     Figure 

8 graphically  represents  the previous  statement,  with the 
curve joining all   the points  representing the  various possi- 
ble quantitative   combinations between resource A and 

resourcs 3, necessary to produce a constant  aawunt of a 
given utility.     A curve of  this type  is naawd  isoquant, du« 

to its aforesaid property. 

Figttr« I 

Opt i Ml   ttCBMUgy 
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Substitut ..i:,   i .»o     T.-J.   -e.iLf  t   A  and   tufi*.-. I   ¡nvi'.siacnt? 
(for rachi-i;-  >     -nuipnienT   and other   >,ibor saving expend!- 
tures)   for  rrspuru   d,   th'   pu, itiur.   oí  th«   aethods  used by 
the constvuc.inn  sec or  ii  a uc.e'tpng count*)  will   clearly 
lay   to   the   r»gnt  ri   * ne   isoq-iutt  curve,       he  question   to  be 
answers' no*- is,   when  und how    hau Id   the position  be  §h if ted 
to the  left  side  of   the curve  representing the domain of 
capital   intontivo  technologie* 

To answer  thi*   question,  another  concept shall  be  intro- 
ducta.     As  the vis oxisU  ¿   certain ¿>rice foT the utilization 
of each  type of  resomce,  a group of parallel curvet CM be 
drawn joining all  the points representing the various posti* 
ble quantitative ccni/inations heneen  resource A and retource 
I and resulting in ths same amount ot expenditure.    The tea« 
gtnt point between one of these curves and the isoquant cor- 
re tpondt  to the optimi« technology,  assuming that each quan- 
titative combination of retources can be associated with • 
certain production nothod.    Any other point on th« itoquant 
will obviously lay on a curve corresponding to a higher con- 
stant expenditure. 

As th« socio-economic background changes with the progress 
of ileveiopiaent,  the position of this optimi« also changes. 
Th« grcdual absorption of manpower by other economic activi- 
ties,  resulting in an  increase of the relative price of 
labor, changes th« fova of  th« constant expenditure curve, 
shifting  the optiaua to the ltft thus forcing th« construc- 
tion sector to adapt »ore capital intontiva «ethods.    As a 
parailei process,  the raise of th« income level «ay create 
denands for an increased quantity and higher standard of 
construction.    S«ch new demands require obviously «ere 
resources,  and the points representing the quantitative 
combination of these  retources will yield a new isoquant 



situated  above  the  prrv.ous  ont*. 

However,   at   time*   :;itjations  occur,   »arkcd  by   a   trend of 
intontivi-  mechanization   and i Ripieni   investenti,   in spite 
of occupational  condition«   that sight  be   far   fro« full 
•mplorwmnt.    Al though an  encounter with such  situations is 
quite  rare,  theii  development  should be  by  ,n  «*,„, avoided 

At  this point,   it  »houtd  he  reaenhered th.it  the proportion 
hetzen   the prie« of  labe,   and  the price of  capital  invest- 
it»  cat» and shall  be  related to a great  extent by the 
adsiiiiistration so as to guard the economic  welfare of the 
society.    An introduction of capital  intensive production 
at the*»  to construction  - including some types of prtfabri- 
cation -  therefore should proceed jointly only with the 
creation of additional  *orking opportunities.    These work- 
lag opportunities m*y be •„» available  iD other sectors 

4u« to  the fact that the  "construction traditionally serves 
ai a transitional  stage between unskilled,  rural agricul- 
tural employment and skilled, urban industrial occupations» 
(UNIDO Monograph on  Industrial  Development, No.i,  Construe- 
tion  Industry),    A« .«option  to the above rule might exist 
in cases, »here a speedy completion of vitally  important 
projects require» the use oí advanced technological means 
(••f..   the extensive ut I li.•«•ion of equipment  on  the con- 
struction of a factory winding could, on the one hand, 

jmmpmrdAsm the employai a£ ê »coro of construction labor- 
ers,  out, on the other hand,  it could mean tne creation of 
a thousand working places one year sooner). 

Tmore are »orne further conditions that must bo satisfied 
•vory Urn*, before stops «re taken in the direction of 
furthor capital investment,, such a, reliable prognose, 
indicating a raise or at  least stability of demands for 

the good, that are to be produced by the purchased equipment 
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A clear distinction   ¿¡»cui«   he  -..ade b»t*cen   tue  introduction 
of sore capital-inten:,! ,e „uunadr.  d.id  the  increase of pro- 
ductivity,  as  the  latter  usually means  improvement without 
any  siCnificatn  additional   investment.     Any  step  leading 
to such achJcvoMents   should  be  therefore always  accepted. 
By no means ihotud   the  unemployment probleu be  solved by 
• ticking to wasteful   production methods and malorganiiatien, 
which are both serious  impediments to progress end develop- 
ment.    It is wortb^iile,  at this point,  to consider a wider 

introduction to the construction of approaches and techniques, 
usmd for the promotion oí productivity in the manufacturing 
industry, such as vorfc study, value engineering, operations 
research, etc.    The results obtained so far have been prom- 
ising - at least in  those cases  in which these methods have 
been applied in a ct-rect way.    Any comparison between the 
labor requirements pe*   squcre aeter of two projects, differ- 
ing only by the quality of site organization, will provide a 
convincinf eviene© about the intent of benefits that can be 
achieved. 

Another significant contribution to the introduction of 
improvements asy come  fron building reserve stations, 
advisory services,   information centers, and exemplary build- 
ing sites, serving as facilities for the generation ana dis- 
semination of knowledge aimed at the promotion ot construc- 
tion sector development. 

Finally,  it should be  remembered that  the successful guid- 
ance of an economic sector through subsequent stages of 



develop»«  require, « ,tMdy  5uppl), „{ nUMt dgU 

reflecting  the statu, of the construction  industry  lt,.1£ 
« «11  „ of thc „1„„t 50£ial  tni cconoBU env.ron|ient 

For    „>, purpose,   the e„.bli,h.ent of ,„ ef.ic.r.t ,».«.- 
ticai  information syste»    iDf,i.rt  •„ K- '   lïB»  «ppears  to be essential.    This 
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¥ F? 

a) A   wider   regione   -i-^Muon  ,.   the development 
efforts   ?n <<i<\ci     r  ,.v,;j.j  ar  ovcrconcentration  in 
certain .¡iban  ars..,.     Thib  ..wans a begtei   utiliza- 
tion of  exist in..-  housing  5t«ck  in the r.ral  communi- 
ties,   and  rt  savin,; «t  expensive  land  reserves  in the 
big cities. 

b) The construction cf ostentatious-looking,  expensive 
public  buildings  should  be  avoided, diverting the 
•eans  that can be « .v-d by  building simpler struc- 
tures to »¡ore worthwhile demandi.. 

c) Due attention shoul 1 bo given   to the maintenance of 
the existing stock oí  buildings.    Negligence of this 
requirement will lead to a rapid deterioration of 
what has boen built by groat efforts, meaning an 
unjustifiable waste- of resources. 

d) Tae planning of solutions to the housing problem 
should take in account tho wide variety of potential 
wsys to approach this task, which offers, besides 
the provision uf low cost dwellings, also the possi- 
bilities of self-aid housing, amplification and arrest- 
isi deterioration of existing housing stock, etc. 
Thus a selection of an expropriate combination between 
these solutions can also lead to a considerable saving 
of resources. 

4. The sound development of the construction sector 
require» the establishment and growth of all the auxili- 
ary enterprises and services, belonging to the infra- 
structural base, necessary for the smooth functioning of 
tac construction industry,   (o.g. various subcontracting 
firms, building material manufacturers, trading 
companies, etc.).    Thii process,  together with the 

evolvement of construction and builders» enterprises, 



should  bo a1So directed towards a certain degree o£ 
regional decentralisation,   in accordance with  the 
general policy of  regional  development. 

S. Manpower,  especially  in a develop^ country,   is th. 
»st lBport,nt resource of the con5truction   .nd 

«lth the level of productivity being directly 
dependent on the extent and quality of available 
«ills.    Therefore,  the education and training of 
««power provide a »ost ,igniflca„t contribution to 
the pr„gr.5s of th. construction sector, and th. 

in   h      ÏJl0•1:* the 'ffiei"" "»"" concentrate 
«chî« i' "ther than in purch"« »f «pen.iv. •achinery and equipment. 

*' sk
0m.he»7vP0" !' ""dually raisln« the *•»•» •< 

.Înin    shT\    * f" Pr0fe""''»1 •"»«»!.„ and 
v.riou" D *       ,"' Mtabllsh"'. -ccpassing an th. 

«ithin th. construction industry, providing also for 
knowledge updating to trained personne!.    The prepar- 

t. th. hands of a public board, representing th. 
various groups and omani«.«^««. - 
subject. or*anisations concerned with the 

7. Special attention should be given to the traini*, of 
general foremen.   This post    carrv*««    V f 

iiMrt,ll,  .       x 
post» carrying out one of the i-por «t functlons within tht ccnit »• 

could b'." °CCTd "" •,e"0IU,el "h°" «-tributil 
could b. consid.r.bly increased by providing th.. with 
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an adequate profesional    'durar \o.\. 

8. The establishment  oí   .1  special  ouildin>,  site   fur demon- 
stratio n,   training  and  exp  rimontationa   L«   highly   recom- 
mended  as  an  efficient  nee'i un»  fer   the generation  and 
transmission of professional   experience.    Due   care should 
be given also  to other  institutions,  vital  to  the  sound 
development of  the construction  industry,  such as build- 
ing research stations,   testing laboratories,   advisory 
services,   information centers,  etc. 

9. It is  imperative that the desingcrs should be aware of 
the great share they can contribute to the increase of 
efficiency in construction.    In this context the  impor- 
tance of thorough acquaintance with various local fac- 
tors influencing the design should be emphasized. 
Another concept that may lead to an improvement of con- 
struction efficiency is the striving for a better inte- 
gration between the design and production functions. 

10. The introduction of standardization and dimensional 
coordination should be  started as soon as possible,  in 
ordir to tafce advantage of the fact that they necessi- 
tate less changes at an early stage of development. 

11. During the transition from the developing to developed 
status in the construction industry, great care should 
be taken at the introduction of capital intensive pro- 
duction methods, considering their impact on employment, 
economic benefits, availability of skilled operators, 
possible shortening of project execution times, etc. 
The change fr-m a labor intensive to a more capital 
intensive form of production,  including the introduction 
of some prefabricated methods  should take place only 



graduali),  considerine   carpfullv ¡.n   *u~   «     * . *   -«rfiuiiy ali   the   iactors Mn- 
tioned  at each  stage of  develop.ent. 

U. A good   functioning syste»  for the collect*»,  proct.,- 
i-f «d  ,uppir of relevant .«„i.tic.l   infection is 
•n inportitnt  tooj  in ihm  uj. -/    « 

uorM"'0"51"'for the d,wi«»-"t or t.» con,tnic. 

in spit« of being often neglected. 
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